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INTRODUCTION 
In this article, we give the restriction rules (using Young diagrams only) 
of representations of the complex classical groups G to their reductive 
subgroups of maximal rank. (For the classification of these subgroups, see 
E. B. Dynkin CD].) Mainly we deal with the restriction of irreducible 
representations of G to the Levi subgroups L(P) of parabolic subgroups P. 
It is an important technique in the representation theory of reductive 
groups to study the representations induced from the parabolic subgroups. 
Our problem could be regarded as its reciprocal in the case of complex 
classical Lie groups and finite-dimensional representations. 
For G = GL(n, C), it is well known that these restriction formulas are 
given in terms of the Littlewood-Richardson coefficients and Schur 
functions. (See, for example, I. G. Macdonald’s book [M, Chap. 1, (5.9) 
(5.10), and (5.11)] and [Ko, Proposition 2.51.) In this article we show that 
the methods analogous to the case of GL(n, a=) are also valid for the other 
classical groups and, as a consequence, we give “restriction formulas” 
1f.i GP, (for classical groups G other than GL(n, C)) using the Littlewood- 
Richardson coefficients and Young diagrams. Moreover, as an application 
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of these methods, we give the restriction rules describing the decomposition 
of an irreducible representation of SO(N) (N is either 2n + 1 or 2n) 
restricted to SO(N- 1) and the decomposition of an irreducible 
representation of S’(2n) restricted to Sp(2n-2). The restriction rules 
proved in this paper were also given by R. C. King in his paper [K2], but 
it seems that it has several points to be clarified in the formulations and 
proofs. The decomposition formulas for the restriction J$$y ,) and 
1 Sp(2n) Sp(2n-2) have already been given in Zhelobenko [Z], using the 
Gelfand-Zetlin bases of representation spaces. However, in our framework, 
we can given simpler and easier proofs of them, just by combining the 
“Character Interrelation Theorem” (see Sect. 1, Theorem 1.1) and the 
“variable separation formula” for skew Schur functions (see Sect. I, 
Lemma 1.3), though Zhelobenko also gave restriction rules for the spin 
representations of SO(N). As a corollary, we prove methods to determine 
the weights and their multiplicities in an irreducible representation of the 
classical groups by using analogues of Young tableaux only. (King gave 
analogous methods in [K] and [K3]. For Sp(2n),’ his rules coincide with 
ours.) In the ‘proofs, the notion of skew tableaux for Sp and SO naturally 
appears. 
1. NOTATIONS 
We use the same symbols and notations that we used in our previous 
papers [KoT] and also [Ko], unless we mention otherwise. As for details 
please refer to [KoT] and [Ko]. 
Let A denote the Universal Character Ring of variables tl, t,, ..,, t,, . . . . 
i.e., the projective limit (in the category of graded rings) of the 
An=Z[tl, . ..) t”]G” with respect to n. When the variables are needed to be 
specified, we also write /i,. Let 9 denote the set of all partitions and let 8” 
be the set of partitions of length at most n. By definition, the length of a 
partition ,J is the number of nonzero terms and is denoted by Z(n). For each 
I E 8, we defined in [KoT] the universal characters x,,(n), x0(n), and 
~~~(2) for each series of the classical groups GL(n, @), SO(N, C), and 
Sp(2n, C). Note that we write SO(N), using the letter N as the size of 
matrices, in situations where we treat SO(2n + 1) and SO(2n) together; n 
will always mean the rank of the groups. In this article, we write the 
universal characters as A,,, A,,, and A,, respectively, to simplify the 
notation. These elements of /i have the following property. Let 
x,: A + R+(GL(n)), nSOcN): /i + R(SO(N)), and xSp(2nj: A + R(Sp(2n)) be 
1 We have been informed of this fact privately by Professor R. Stanley. We express our 
gratitude for his valuable comments. 
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the specialization homomorphisms (see [KoT, Sect. 2.21. Note that in 
[KoT] we wrote nOCN, instead of zSO(,,,) ). Here R(G) denotes the character 
ring of G and R, (GL(n)) is the character ring of polynomial representa- 
tions of GL(n). Then for every 1 E P’“, we have 
~.sOQn+ l,(LsO) = &?(Zn+ I), 
and 
where A, denotes the irreducible representation corresponding to I E 9” for 
G = GL(n), SO(2n + l), or Sp(2n) and LSOCZn, denotes the representation of 
SO(2n) obtained by restricting the irreducible representation of O(2n) 
corresponding to 1. (See [W, Chaps. IV.4, V.7, VI.31 and [KoT, 
Sect. 1.11. Note that, for simplicity, here in the present article we are using 
the notations AGLCnj, ;IsorN,, and ASpCZnJ instead of x~~(~,(A), x~&A), and 
x.+(~~)(A) which we used in [KoT].) 
Moreover, we obtained the explicit description of the image n,(I,,), 
~socN,(&o)~ or ~~~~~~~~~~~~ f or any II E .9 using diagrams. (See [KoT, 
Sects. 1.4 and 2.41.) 
Next we put A,,, - A, 0 AY where A, and A, are the Universal Charac- 
ter Rings in variables x,, x2, . . . and J’, , y,, . . . . respectively. We defined in 
[Ko] the universal characters [%, plcL E A,. y  for the mixed tensor represen- 
tations, where A, p E 9. We also defined the specialization homomorphism 
- . 
71,. A,,,-Gun)) such that fn(CA~lGL)= CAPI~~(,,, if 4~)+I(~)in, 
where CA plGLcnj is the character of the irreducible representation of GL(n) 
with highest weight A,&,+ +.. +A+,--P,F,+,-,- ... -P~E,~,-~,E,. 
(For the details and notations, please refer to [Ko].) Moreover we have 
the explicit description of the image E,( [A, ~1~~) for any 1, ~1~9 (see 
WI). 
Let us recall the Character Interrelation Theorem. 
THEOREM 1.1 (Character Interrelation Theorem; see [KoT, Sect. 2.31). 
In the algebra A, the following equalities hold for any A E 9: 
(Restriction rules) 
(i) LL= 1 c LR:,,, pso, 
PErP KEd 
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(Construction rules) 




Here LR;, denotes the Littlewood-Richardson coefficient. In (i) and (ii), 
for any partition K = (rci , . . . . rc,), 2~ denotes the even partition (2x,, . . . . 21~~). 
In (iii) and (iv), for any distinct partition LY = (ai, . . . . a,) (a, > . . . > 
LY,), T(a) denotes the partition whose Frobenius symbol is given by 
(a, - 1, ,..) Lx,- 1 1 CIi, . ..) a,) (see [KoT, Sect. 1.51). Moreover, for any 
IE~, we put IAl= C ilj (the size of 1) and 1’ denotes the conjugate 
partition of 2 (see [M, p. 23). 
IJsing the skew Schur functions, (iii) and (iv) in the above theorem are 
rewritten as follows: 
(iii)’ il,, = 
a E 9, DL: distinct 
(iv)’ Asp = 1 (-1P sllrca), 
c( E 9. wdistinct 
where sAlr is the skew Schur function for the skew diagram A - p (see [M, 
P. 391). 
As for the universal characters of the mixed tensor representations, we 
have the following formulas. 
THEOREM 1.2 (see [Ko]). 
(ii) Ilk ~ldx, Y) = 1 (- 1 P’ SA&) s,,AY) 
TE9 
= <,;:, .F9 (- 1)“’ LR$W,,L,(x) tlcx(~). 
The next lemma is very useful (see [M, p. 41 (5.1 l)]). 
LEMMA 1.3 (The Variable Separation Formula). For Q skew Schur 
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function si,p(x(‘), . . . . xr”) of Y sets of (finite or infinite) variables x(” = 
(xI:‘)ilel19 ...9 x(“= (xl;r))i,El,t where the Ii are index sets, we have 
We note that, if lZ,l, . . . . lZ,l are all finite, this lemma describes the 
restriction rules of polynomial representations from CL(n) (n = Cz= 1 11,) ) 
to GL( lZ,l ) x . . . x GL( IZ,l ), which is the Levi part of a parabolic subgroup. 
However, it is a special case of the restriction rule of an arbitrary rational 
representation of CL(n) to such subgroups. The latter is obtained by a 
repetitive use of the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1.4 (See [Ko, Proposition 2.61). Suppose l(1) + I(p) d n and 
O< kbn. Then we have 
2. RESTRICTION RULES l:,,, 
In this section, SO(N) (N is either 2n + 1 or 2n) and Sp(2n) are defined 
by the symmetric matrix J, and the skew-symmetric matrix J, that we 
used in [KoT]. We can take as a Bore1 subgroup of SO(N) (resp. Sp(2n)) 
the subgroup consisting of all upper triangular matrices in SO(N) (resp. 
Sp(2n)). Then the maximal parabolic subgroups P of SO(N) (resp. Sp(2n)) 
containing this Bore1 subgroup are given as 
where w0 is the longest element of 6,, i.e., w,,(i) = k + 1 - i (1 d i < k), and 
L(P,,,-,)-GL(k)xSO(N-2k) (resp. 
Pk,+k={(g k wot~p,w) xeGL(k,@), Y~@P-2kCl}, 
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where w0 is the longest element of (ZLk defined just above, and 
L(Pk,n--k) 1: GL(k) x Sp(2n - 2k)). Pk.rt-k corresponds to the removal of 
the root ak in the following diagram: 
~-~-~.---. & . .+)-c-m 
- SL(R, @)----I L--S0(2n-2k+ 14 
or 
(resp. P,,, _ k corresponds to 
for SO(2n + 1) 
for SO(2n) 
for Sp(2n)). 
It is sufficient to give the restriction rules J&,) for these maximal 
parabolics P. For, since we know the restriction rules J~$~,X .__ x GLCk,) 
where k = x.;= 1 kj (see Lemma 1.3 and Theorem 1.4), we obtain the restric- 
tion rules 
by combining 
lG GL(k,) x x GL(k,) x SO(N- 2x:k,) 
l&k,) x SO(N- ZXk,) and 1 
GL(Xk,)xSO(N-2Xk,) 
GL(k,)x xGUk,)xSO(N-2Xk,) 
for the case G = SO(N) (the case G = Sp(2n) is quite similar). 
The theorem is as follows. 
THEOREM 2.1. For any partitions I, p, r, and q, we put 
%ll.r = c LR;, LR’,, LR;, LR’s,, . 
V.U,T,BE~ 
Then we have 
0) 1 
S0(2n+ 1) 
S0(2n+ 1) 1 L(f/c,.-t) 
= 1 T;~,,,,,,$k([t, VIGL) x 7LSO(2n+ 1-2k)thOh 
5, V.P 
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Here, in order to discuss the case k = n, we give the definition and 
properties of some special cases of specialization homomorphisms 
~SO(l)? XSO(O)> and ~sp~oj. In the definition of the graded ring A, we may put 
A,= Z as the zeroth term of the projective system (A,) where 
A, = Z[t,, . ..) tn]% Then we have the natural projection x0: A + A, = Z. 
(Roughly speaking, no is determined by 7co(f(tl, t,, . ..)) =f(O, 0, . ..).) We 
Put 
~.sO(O) = ~sp,o, = no, 
On the other hand, there is nothing special in the definition of rrSoC,,, 
namely 
~SO,,,:/l~/i,=~[t,]=R+(GL(l)) +f-b R(SO(l)= {l},=Z. 
Then we have 
LEMMA 2.2. 
(-1) 
(IPI - P(P))/2 
(i) ~so,, ,(/ho) = 
if p=p’, 
o otherwise, 
(ii) ~sp,o,(P.w) = 
1 
( - 1 )‘“I if p = r(cx) for some c1 distinct, 
o otherwise, 
(iii) 7cSO(O)( Pso) = 
{ 
(-1)‘“’ if p = ZJcz)‘for some c1 distinct, 
o otherwise. 
In (i), p(p) denotes the length of the “main diagonal” of the Young diagram 
representing ,a (= the largest integer i for which pi 3 i). 
Proof We first give the proof of (ii) and (iii), which are easier. By the 
“construction rules” of Theorem 1.1, we have 
P.&cl = ( - 1 P’ sp,/r(,l. 
x:distincl 
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We apply x0 to this formula. Since 
~O(Q-(,)) = 
{ 
1 if p=T(a), 
() otherwise, 
we obtain (ii). The proof of (iii) is quite similar. 
We now give the proof of (i). Let /i be the completion of the graded 
algebra A with respect to the maximal ideal Oi, r A’. For any 
f E A, D(f): A + A is defined (see [M, p. 43, Example 31) to be the unique 
endomorphism of the module A satisfying 
(W)g,h)=(g,Jh) for all gEA andhE& 
where ( , ) is the bilinear form A x /i^  + Z defined by (sl, C, a,,~,) = a, 
for all 1, a,s,,oli (a,,~ Z). Then we have 
Pro=D(~j(l-fitj))sP. 
Now we want to apply rrsOC1). Since 
if A= (n) for some n, 
otherwise, 
putting tl = 1, we can easily verify 
Note that s(,) is the nth complete symmetric function in the sense of [M, 
p. 143. Therefore, using C,“=. s(,) = l-Ii (1 - ti)-‘, we have 
p, n (l-titj)n(l-ti)-’ 
i Q j I > 
= 
( sf19 n (l-ritj)n(l+fi) *  i-cj I > 
But we have the formula (see [M, p. 47, Example 9(c)]) 
lJ(l+) n (l-titj)= 
gE$i;f=o (-l) 
(14 +P(~)w s,(t). 
I icj 
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Substituting -tj for ti, we have 
n(l+fj) fl (l-tit,)= C (_ 1)““l -P(U))/2 S,(t). 
I icj aeP,d=, 
Hence we have 
(-1) (IPI -JJ(r)J/2 
~SO(l)(PLsO) = 
if n = p’, 
() otherwise. 
Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. (i) Recall that P = Pk,n-k has the form 
p={(i I . ...-J XeGL(k), Y~S0(2n -2k+ 1) }. 
If we further recall the definition of the specialization homomorphisms 
and that we can take all the diagonal matrices as a maximal torus of 
L(P,,, J N GL(k) x SO(2n - 2k + 1 ), we know that what we should do in 
order to obtain the restriction rules is to “separate” the variables in 1,,. 
Accordingly we prepare three infinite sets of variables x = (xi, x2, . ..). y = 
(Yl, Y2, . ..I> and z = (z,, z2, . ..). corresponding to X, Y, and x0 ‘XP1wO, 
respectively. By Construction Rules of Theorem 1.1, we have 
&Ax, y, z) = (- 1)‘“’ Si,r&t Yt z). 
1: distinct 
Due to the variable separation formula for skew Schur functions 
(Lemma 1.3), we have 
&0(X> Y> z) = 1 (- 1 I'"' c Sl,JX~ z) S#,l-(a,,(Y) 
0~: distinct 
= 1 LR;,s,(x, z) PSO(Y). (2.1) 
fls~ 
Further applying the variable separation formula to s,(x, z) in the last 
expression, we have 
= 1 LR;‘,,LR’,Ax) s,(z) PXI(Y). 
y.v.0.r 
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Since the zi are to be replaced by the x;’ afterwards, we apply 
Theorem 1.2 to s,(x) s,(z) and we have 
= 1 LR;,W,LR;,LR;v,CL ~IGL(x, 2) P,,(Y). 
fi,v,a,r 8.5.v 
Finally, we apply 5, to Ct, rlldx, 2) and nSO(2n-2k+1) to ko(y) and we 
obtain the restriction to L(P,+, n -k): 
A 1 
S0(2n+l) 
SOwI + 1) L(Pk+k) 
x =SO(2,-2k+I)(CLSO(Y)). 
The proof of (ii) and (iii) is quite similar, so we omit it. 
We can easily verify 
Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2.3. As in Theorem 2.1, we put 
Zf k>21(1) and n-kal(l), then we have 
(i) 1 1 
S0(2n+ 1) _ 
SO(2n + 1) up!f,.-k) - c Gl,.J~~ VI GL(k) ’ pSO(,n-2k+ 1)~ 
L%lr 
(ii) 1 1 Sp(2n) W2n) UPk,.-k) = 1 T&,,,,$, qlGL(k)’ pSP(2n-2k), 
t.vsr 
(iii) 1 SO(2n) GL(k) ’ pSO(Zn- 2k). 
COROLLARY 2.4. We have Tti.,,,,,,, = T:C,9,,P. Consequently, if we 
replace 1 by A’ in (ik(iii) in Corollary 2.3, then its restriction is obtained by 
replacing by <, q, p by their conjugates <‘, q’, $ in the right-hand side 
(without changing the coefficients), so long as (in addition to the conditions 
in Corollary 2.3) n and k also satisfy k > 21(1’) and n - k 2 l(A’). 
EXAMPLE. Let 1= (2, 1). The following shows the expression of 
&o(x, Y, 2) in terms of the [k qIGL(x, z)xP~~(Y). Applying fik and 
xS0(,+Zk)9 we obtain the decomposition of ASOCNj J$$:/-,,. The formula 
for bpcZnj is also obtained by replacing the ietters SO by Sp and applying 
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Ek and %p(2n-2kj, For simplicity, we omit the variables x, z in the [t, qlGL 
and y in the pLsO on the right-hand side: 
(2, 1 )so(x, Y? z) 
= c0>01..x (29 l),, 
For 1 s$cj-kJ such that k > 3 and n -k 3 2 then the above formula holds 
without any changes. If k or n-k is smaller, we need to determine the 
images of the specialization homomorphisms. Here we treat an interesting 
and extremal case n - k = 0, namely, the case l”,“,‘,:;’ I). In this case, we 
have 
and 
~n,,(l,((2~ l),,) = -1 
~.sO(I)((l Iso) = ~so,,,(0so) = 1 
(Note that rt so,,,((2)so) = ~soc1,((12)so) = 0.1 Hence we have 
(23 1) 1 
SO(2n + I) 
SO(2n + 1) G,?(n) 
= [(2~ 1 1, @lGL(n) + [0, (2~1)1GL,,, 
+ [t2)5 tl)lGL(n)+ c(l), (2)1..,n, 
+ [(12)? tl)lG.(,,+ c(l), (12)lGL,n) 
+ [t2)7 (25lGL(n) + [@zr, t2)1..,n, 
+ [(12)~ fal,,,,, + i% (12)1GL(,,+ 2[(1)9 (l)lGL(n) 
+ 2[(1)~ 0lGL(,, +2[0v (l)lGL(n, + [a, @lGL(n,. 
Along the same line, we can obtain the restriction rules ~~~$~~~o,‘,,,,-2k+ ,,, 
1 Sp(2n) Sp(2k) x Sp(2n - Zk), and 1~~1:~I x SO(2n - 2k)’ Here, SO(2k) x SO(2n - 2k + 1) is 
the subgroup of SO(2n + 1) corresponding to the root subsystem 
(+~,+.s~(i#j)}~~=, u { fat, +~~~s~(i#j)}~~=~+~ (orthogonal sum) of 
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the root system { +E~, k~~+e~(i#j)};~=i of S0(2n+ 1). More explicitly, 
it is the subgroup consisting of the matrices 
where XE SO(2n - 2k + l), and A, B, C, D are k x k matrices satisfying 
(“, E) E SO(2k). Sp(2k) x Sp(2n - 2k) and SO(2k) x SO(2n - 2k) are 
deftned in the same manner. 
Now the theorem is as follows. 
THEOREM 2.5. Let I be a partition of length at most n. Then we have 
(i) 1 1 
SO(2n + 1) 
SO(2n + 1) SO(2.k) x S0(2n- 2k+ 1) 
= 1 LR;,,LR,s,,,~ s0(2k)(hO) x Ks0(2n-2k+l)(VsO)~ 
LJ,Y,B.K 
(ii) rl 1 Sp(2n) Sp(2n) Sp(2k) x Sp(2n - 2k) 
= c LR~,,LR,P,,,:,Rsp(,k,(~sp) X ~sp(~n-~k,(“sp)~ 
P.V*B,K 
(iii) 1 1 
SO(2n) 
SO(2n) SO(2k) x SO(2n - 2k) 
= c LR~,,LR,B,,,~~~~(~~)(CLSO) X 71~0(2n-~k~(“SO)~ 
P,V,B,K 
The proof is quite similar to that of Theorem 2.1, so we omit it. 
Remark. Since the coefficient & LR;: .LR28,,@ of nS0(2k)( pso) x 
nso(2n-2k+ l,(vso) in (i) iS equal to the COdklfXt of sL in szKsPs,, it can be 
rewritten as & LR;,, LR:,,. The advantage of the latter expression is that 
it explicitly shows the symmetry with respect to p and v. By similar 
arguments, we can replace the coefficients in (ii) and (iii) by 
& LR:2,,.,,LR[s, and Cg LR&LRE., respectively, to clarify the 
symmetry. 
If the length of A is not less than k and n-k, then we can remove the 
specialization homomorphisms as follows. 
COROLLARY 2.6. Zf k > l(n) and n -k 2 l(n), then we have 
(i) J 1 
S0(2n+ 1) 
SO(2n + 1) SO(2k) x SO(2n - 2k + I) 
= 1 LR;,vLR!,&ho(zc, X”sopz--2k+ I), 
l4V.B.K 
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(ii) I 1 
Sp(Zn) 
Sp(2n) Sp(2k) x Sp(2n - 2k) 
= 1 LR~,,LRf,,,:,11sp(2k,X VSp(2n-2k)r 
fi.V.P.C 
= 1 LR;,,LR!q,Pso(,k, X VSO(2n-2k). 
P.V./L~ 
Remark. (1) The symmetry with respect to the conjugate in the sense 
of Corollary 2.4 does not hold for this case of restriction, although, as is 
expected, the formulas for SO and Sp are in the position of conjugate to 
each other. 
(2) Consulting the classification of the reductive subgroups of 
maximal rank [D], we know that we can now express the restriction of 
representations to any reductive subgroups of maximal rank in terms of 
Young diagrams, combining Theorems 1.4, 2.1, and 2.5 (actually one more: 
Theorem 3.3(i) in the next section). 
3. THE RESTRICTION RULES J:",[ELl, AND 1$$z'2, 
In this section we apply the method of the previous section to the restric- 
tions J$ii;L2, and l;$z) ,,. The restriction J$i:;L2) can be described as 
follows. 
THEOREM 3.1. (Zhelobenko [Z]). Let il be a partition of length at most 
n and let ASpf2,,, be the irreducible character of Sp(2n) corresponding to 1. 
Then we have 
;1 JSPW Sp(?n) GL(l)xSp(2n-2) = 1 t,‘-+‘fl-v’x VSp(2np2), 
(P.V) 
where the summation is taken over all pairs of partitions ( p, v) satisfying the 
following conditions: 
(* 1) II 1 p and 2 - p is a horizontal strip (see below), 
(*2) p I v and p - v is a horizontal strip, 
(#) l(v)<n--1. 
A horizontal strip is a skew diagram each column of which consists of either 
zero or one square (see [M, p. 41). GL( 1) x Sp(2n - 2) is the Leoi part of 
P,.np,= YESp(2n-2), t,ECX . 
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ProoJ We can show the following counterpart of (2.1) for the case of 
sp: 
&,(x9 YY z) = = 1 SI,“(% z) Vsp(Y). 
According to the embedding of PI,,- 1 into Sp(2n), we put x1 = t,,, xi = 0 
(@2),z,=t,‘, zj=O (ia2), and apply z,,(,,-,) to v,,(y). Then we 
obtain 
2 pw 
.%‘42n) CL(l) x Sp(2n ~ 2) (3.1) 
If we apply the variable separation formula to sI,Jx, z), we have 
S&T z) = 1 sqp(4 s&). 
i.XJLIV 
Here we recall that, for a single variable x, 
%,,(X) = 
xI1-PI if I - p is a horizontal strip, 
o otherwise; 
hence we have 
SA,“(-% z) = c s&) S,,“(X). 
(~,~)satisfying(*l),(*2) 
Putting x = t, and z = t; ‘, and substituting the resulting formula into (3.1), 
we have 
Recall our explicit description of the specialization homomorphism 
7r,,(,,- 2) (see [KoT, Sect. 2.41) and also note that I(v) < n since v c 2 and 
f(L) <n. Then we have 
?r.7p(2n-2Z)(VSp)= y-2) { 
if Z(v)bn- 1, 
if Z(v)=n. 
So we have come to the final formula: 
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Next we state the restrictions Jz$tT :I and ~~“,$L *). The results are as 
follows. 
THEOREM 3.2 (See e.g., [Z]). Let N denote either 2n + 1 or 2n. Let A he 
a partition of length at most n and let )bSOCN, be the character of SO(N) 
corresponding to 1” (see Sect. 1). Then we have 
1 SO(N) ‘SO(N) GL(l)xSO(N-2)= Pl+lP”‘I xn S0,N-2)(VSO)3 
where the summation is taken over all pairs of partitions (p, v) satisfying 
conditions (*l ) and (*2) described in Theorem 1.1. GL( 1) x SO(N - 2) is the 
Levi part of 
P 1,n- I = YESO(N-2), t,E@* 
Theorem 3.2 is proved in exactly the same way as Theorem 3.1. 
However, nSO(N _ 2l cannot be removed because, for v of length exactly n, 
71SoCNP2)(vSO) is not always zero. 
Moreover, in order to study the restriction 1 $$zL, ), it is convenient to 
change the embedding of SO(N) into GL(N). Namely, we transform the 
SO(N) by conjugations so that their maximal tori satisfy the relation 
T socI,c Tsocz,c ... c TsoC,,+,,c TSo(N,c .... We define 
SO(N) = {XE SL(N) ) X’X= IN}. 
We fix a maximal torus in each of the groups SO(N) as follows: 
0) SWn+l)~ Tsor2n+lj 
= 
i 






where R(u;) is the 2 x 2 “rotation matrix” defined by 
R( ui) = 
cos uj sin ui 
-sin 24; cos ui > 
(u, E @I; 
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t. = cos u. + ,,6 sin ui (accordingly 
Esinl$, ~sO~2n+,,~Rzn+,(~ 
t;’ = cos ui - 
i, . . . . u,) is conjugate (in GL(2n + 1)) 
to diag(t,, t; ‘, . . . . t,, t; ‘, 1) and TS0C2n, 3 R,,(u,, . . . . u,) is conjugate (in 
GL(2n)) to diag(t,, t;‘, . . . . t,, t;‘). Using these ti, we continue to 
identify (as in [KoT]) R(S0(2n+ 1)) and R(S0(2n))<““> with R,= 
EL-t,, t;‘, . ..) t,, t,‘y-“’ (a0 is an outer automorphism of SO(2n).) It is 
clear that, if we regard the characters of SO(2n) as elements of R,, their 
restrictions J~~$~) i) can be obtained by putting t, = 1. 
THEOREM 3.3 (See, e.g., [Z]). 
(i) 1 1 SO(Zn+ 1) _ SO(2n + 1) SO(2n) - c PLS0(2n), 
1-P 
1 -p is a horizontal strip 
(ii) A 1 
SO(2n) 
SO(2n) SO(2n - 1) = c ~S0(2n~l)(PSO)~ 
i. 3 fl 
1~ /1 is a horizontal strip 
where ~sO(2n - 1) is the specialization homomorphism from A to 
R(SO(2n - 1)) (see Sect. 1). 
Proof: (i) If we apply the specialization homomorphism rr2n + r : A + 
R+(GL(2n+ 1)) to the construction rule (Theorem l.l(iii)‘), we have 
~2n+l(&O)= c (-l)‘“‘Sw-(a)~(t,~ t2, ...? f2n+l). 
a:distinct 
Separating the variable t,, + r by Lemma 1.3, we have 
~2,+,(~,0)= 1 C-1)‘” c S&-(&f 17 .-.v t2,) Sl,p(tZn+ 1). 
a:distinct i.xp=ITa)’ 
Moreover using 
if A - p is a horizontal strip, 
otherwise, 
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and changing the order of the summations, we have 
i - fi is a honrontal strip 
Let us recall the maximal tori of SO(2n + 1) and SO(2n). If we put t2,,+ i + 
-1 1, t, + f,, f2 + t, , . . . . t,, ~, t t,, t2” c t;’ in the above, then we obtain 
II 1 .sO(Zn+ 1) _ SO(2rlf 1, So(2n) - c ~SO(2,,(PSO)~ 
i. = 11 
2, ~ p is a horizontal strip 
We can replace 71S0c2n,(~~~) by PSOW since 1(p) d n. Thus we obtain (i). 
For the proof of (ii), similar arguments lead us to the following formula 
analogous to the above: 
ASO 1 
sot 2n I 
SO(2H ~ 1) = c 71S0(2n ~ I ,( P.so). 
i 2 p 
i. ~ fl is a honrontal strip 
But here we cannot remove 7tS0C2nP ,, since some of the p may have 
length n. Q.E.D. 
4. ANAL~GUES OF YOUNG TABLEAUX FOR SO AND Sp 
Next we state a method to determine the weights and their multiplicities 
using analogues of Young tableaux for SO and Sp. 
Let 2 be a partition of length at most n. King’s method for counting 
weights of 1.s,,,2n, is as follows. Let r be the set of 2n symbols 
{ 1, i, 2,2, . . . . n, fij. We define a total ordering < among these 2n symbols 
by 
l<i<2<2< . . . <n<n. 
We denote the Young diagram representing /1 by the same letter 2. 
Following I. G. Macdonald’s book [M, p. 11, we regard the Young 
diagramAasasubset {(i,j)~~xX~l~~~I(~),l~j~~,$of~x~. 
DEFINITION. An Sp(2n)-tableau of shape i is a map T: 13 (i, j) H 
T(i, j) E r satisfying the following conditions: 
(1) T(i, l)<T(i,2)6 ... <T(i,A;)(ldidl(/z)); 
(2.) T(l,j)< T(2,j)< ... <T(A;,j) (1 <j<l,); 
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where ,I; is the length of the jth column of A, or in other words ,I’= 
(4, 4, --., 4) (I= 4); 
(3) T(i, j) 2 i (0, j) E A). 
DEFINITION. Let T be an Sp(2n)-tableau of shape A. For any cx E r, let 
ma= #{(i,j)EA 1 T(i,j)=a} and for 1 <i<n, put di=mi-mi. We define 
the weight of T to be the sequence of integers wt(T) = (d,, d2, . . . . d,,) and 
put t wULt;llf~... t$ (a monomial in tI , tZ, . . . . t,). 
Then King’s rule claims that the multiplicity of the weight 5: = 5, .sl + 
t2E2 + . . . + LE, in &pf2n) is equal to the number of Sp(2n)-tableaux of 
shape ,I and of weight (tl, t2, . . . . 5,). Here, E, is the differential of the 
character ti of the maximal torus of Sp(2n) defined by ti: TEI 
diag(t,, . . . . t n, t, 1, . ..) t;‘)HfiECx. 
Let us show how this method works. We first show that the Sp(2n)- 
tableaux of shape 1 describe how ASpCznJ decomposes upon successive 
restriction to the subgroups Sp(2n - 2k) x GL( 1) x . . . x GL( 1) (GL( 1) 
appears k times) for k = 1,2, . . . . n. (When k = n, GL( 1) x . . . x GL( 1) 
coincides with the maximal torus TSpcZnl and hence the Sp(2n)-tableau 
represent the weight structure of A,.,,,,.) 
DEFINITION. Let A, v be partitions satisfying I(A) < n, I(v) < k, and 1 I v. 
We define a skew Sp(2n)/Sp(2k)-tableau of shape I-p to be a map 
T: I - p -t {k + 1, k + 1, . . . . n, E> satisfying conditions (l)-(3) of Sp(2n)- 
tableaux. We also define the weight wt(T) of T to be the sequence 
(4 + 1, . . . . d,) in the same manner as that of an Sp(2n)-tableau. We put 
t w!(T) = ++I . . . tdn k+l II’ 
We shall show the next proposition inductively. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. 
2 1W2n) Ikl = 
Sp(2n) Sp(2n-2k)x GL(l)x ... xGL(i) c VSp(2n- 2k) x tW’(T), 
Azv,/(~)<n-k 
T  
where T runs over all skew Sp(2n)/Sp(2n - 2k)-tableaux of shape A- V. 
Proof: We use induction on k. The case k = 1 is Theorem 3.1. Now 
suppose k > 1. By the induction hypothesis, we have 
A JSPW -k--l1 - 
Sp(2n) Sp(Zn-2k+2)xGLCl)x --. xGL(I)- Sp(2n-2k+2)X tw’(T). 
11v,/(v)<n--k+1 
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Let us fix v and a skew Sp(2n)/Sp(2n - 2k + 2)-tableau T of shape i - v. 
Applying Theorem 3.1 to v.+(~~ ~ Zk + 2,, we have 
where the (,& c) satisfy the conditions in Theorem 3.1. For each term in 
this expression, we define a corresponding extension T of the map T by 
putting 
F( i, j) = n - k + 1 if (i, j) E v - ji, 
and 
T( i, j) = n - k + 1 if (i, j) E b - G. 
The collection of ?= thus obtained from all v, T, and (ji, P) coincides with 
the set of all skew Sp(2n)/Sp(2n -2k)-tableaux of shape A- 5 for ail 5. 
Noting that t”.‘(p) = t,-l”,+fii f lfipcl x tnr(T) = t$~~\7‘) x tH’f(T), we obtain the 
proposition. Q.E.D. 
Now we turn to the more complicated cases of SO(N). In order to define 
the analogues of Young tableaux for SO(2n + 1) and SO(2n), we must look 
more closely at the specialization homomorphism in Theorem 3.2. Here we 
stick to our first definition of SO(N) and the maximal torus consisting of 
diagonal matrices, which we used in [KoT]. 
Let v be a partition of length at most II and put v’= (vi, vi, . . . . vi). 
Following the description of the specialization homomorphisms (see [KoT, 
Sect. 2.41) we have 
1 
VSO(2n ~ I) if I(v)<n- 1, 
nS0(2n- ,,Otso) = 0 if v’, =nand v;=n, (4.1) 
(n - 1, 4, . . . . vXoc2,, ,, if vi = n and vi < n, 
Vso(z?,- 2) if l(v)<n- 1, 
0 if vi = vi = vi = n, 
~SO(2n-2)(VSO) = -(n-l,n-l,v$ ,..., v;)[TO(2,1+2, if v;=v;=n>v;, 
0 if vi = n and vi = n - 1, 
(n - 2, 4, 4, . ..1 4)lrO(Zn .~ 2) if v’, = n and vi <n - 1. 
(4.2) 
Considering (4.1), the analogues of Young tableaux for SO(2n + 1) are 
defined as follows. Let E. be a partition of length at most n. Let fSOcZ,,+ r) 
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be the set of 3n symbols {b i, 1, i, b2, 2, 2, . . . . h,, n, fi}. We define a total 
ordering < among the 3n symbols by 
DEFINITION. An SO(2n + 1 )-tableau of shape A is a map T: J. 3 (i j) H 
W, j) E Goczn + 1) satisfying the following conditions: 
(Bl) If T(i, j)= Qk, then (i, j)= (k, 1). (In other words, the symbol 
tlk can only appear in the position (k, l).) 
(B2) T(i,j)<T(i,2)< . ..~T(i.n,)(l~i~Z(~)). 
(B3) T(l,j)<T(2,j)< . ..<T(3L)i.j)(l<jiA,). 






is an S0(9)-tableau, while t is not. (We omitted the subscripts of h, 
because the positions tell what the subscripts should be.) 
For an SO(2n + 1)-tableau T, we define the weight of T (denoted by 
wt( T)) in the same manner, ignoring the symbols Q i, tz12, ... . h,,. We shall 
show that the multiplicity of the weight r=<isi + rZsZ+ ... + tnc,, in 
I S0C2n+ i) (where si is the differential of the character ti of the maximal 
torus TSoc2” + I ) defined by t,: TS0C2n+,)3diag(t,, . . . . t,, 1, t;‘, . . . . t;‘)H 
ti E C x ) is equal to the number of SO(2n + 1)-tableaux of shape I and of 
weight (tl, t2, . . . . 5,). 
The claim is that the SO(2n + l)-tableaux of shape il describe how 
1 SO(2n + 1) decomposes upon successive restriction to the subgroups 
S0(2n-2k+l)xGL(l)x ... x GL( 1) (GL( 1) appears k times) for 
k = 1, 2, . . . . n. (When k=n, GL(l)x ... x GL( 1) coincides with the maxi- 
mal torus TSOcZn + 1) and hence the SO(2n + 1 )-tableaux represent the 
weight structure of 1S0,2n + i). ) 
DEFINITION. Let 1, v be partitions satisfying I(n) < n, I(v) < k, and A 2 v. 
We define a skew SO(2n + l)/S0(2k + 1)-tableau of shape 2-p to be 
a map T:~-~~{(tll,+l,k+l,k+l,...,tln,n,n} satisfying conditions 
(Bl )-(B4) of SO(2n + 1 )-tableaux. The weight wt( T) and tW’(‘) are defined 
similarly. 
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We shall show the next proposition inductively. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. 
2 1 .5,0(2/I + I) -k- SO(2n + 1) SO(2n~2k+l)xGL(l)x ... xGL(I) 
= c VS0(2n ~ 2k + 1, x t”“’ T’, 
i=v.l(v)<npk 
T  
where T runs over all skew SO(2n + 1 )/S0(2n - 2k + 1 )-tableaux of shape 
1-v. 
Proof: We use induction on k. This time we start with the case k = 0, 
which is trivial. Now suppose k > 0. By the induction hypothesis, we have 
3 SO(2n+ 1) -k-l- ‘.SO(Zn+ II 1 SO(Zn--2k+3)x GL(l)x xGL(I) 
= c VSO(2n ~ 2k + 3, x twrcT’. 
i.=v,llv)<n-kfl 
T  
Let us fix v and a skew SO(2n + l)/S0(2n-2k+ 3)-tableau T of shape 
1- v. Applying Theorem 3.2 to vSOCZn _ 2k + 3 ,, we have 
VSO12n - 2k + 3) 1 SO(2n~Zkf3) SO(2n - 2k + I, x GL( I) 
where the (12, v”) satisfy the conditions in Theorem 3.2. For each term in 
this expression, we define a corresponding extension F of the map T by 
putting 
and 
F( i, j) = n - k + 1 if (i, j) E v - fi, 
‘p( i, j) = n - k + 1 if (i,j)Efl-f. 
If I(S) < n -k, then F is a skew SO(2n + l)/S0(2n - 2k + 1)-tableau of 
shape A - J and 7rS0C2n ~ zk + , ,( v”,,) = 3S0,2n ~2k + , ). Now suppose 1(C) = 
n-k+ 1. If C’,=$=n-k+ 1, then we have ~S0,2,,~~k+1~(~SO)=0, so we 
ignore such terms. If C; =n- k+ 1 and i$<n-k, then we have 
~sO(2.~2k+1)(3SO)=SSU(2,,~2k~11, where v” = (C; - 1, C;, . . . . 5;). In this case 
we further extend T by putting T(n - k + 1, 1) = h, ~ k + 1. Then F is a skew 
SO(2n + 1 )/S0(2n - 2k + 1)-tableau of shape 1- f. 
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The collection of T thus obtained from all v, T, and (ii, v”) coincides with 
the set of all skew SO(2n + l)/S0(2n - 2k + 1 )-tableaux of shapes A - 5 for 
all 5. Noting that t”‘(F) = t;!kp+fil + I&~1 x tW’(T) = tfn~f”--:~\~) x twr(r), we 
obtain the proposition. Q.E.D. 
If we put k =n in this proposition, we obtain the method of counting 
weights by SO(2n + 1 )-tableaux. 
Next we turn to the S0(2n)-tableaux. Let 1 be a partition of length at 
most n. This time we use the set rS0,2nJ of 4n symbols ( # Ir bl, 1, T, #2, 
b2, 2, 2, . . . . #,, b,, n, fi}, with the ordering 
#,<b,<1<i<#2<b2<2<Z<...<#.<b,<n<n. 
DEFINITION. An S0(2n)-tableau of shape 1 is a map T: 13 (i, j) H 
T( i, j) E rS0C2nJ satisfying the following conditions: 
(Dl) T(i, j)= #k implies (i, j) = (k - 1, 1); T(i, j) = bk implies 
(i, j) = (k, 1). Moreover, T(k - 1, 1) = #k if and only if T(k, 1) = bk. 
(D2) T(i, l)<T(i,2)< ... <T(i,Ai)(l<i<l(jl)). 
(D3) T(l,j)<T(2,j)< ... < T(AJ, j) (1 bj<l,). 
(D4) T(i,j)bbi((ij)El). 










is not. (We omitted the subscripts to # and b because their positions tell 
what their subscripts should be.) 
For an S0(2n)-tableau T, we define the weight of T (denoted by wt(T)) 
in the same manner, ignoring the symbols # , , b , , # *, b2, . . . . # n, b,,. We 
shall show that the multiplicity of the weight t; = <isi + {2~2 + ... + l,,s, in 
2 S0C2n, (where si is the differential of the character ti of the maximal torus 
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T SOonl defined by t,: TSoCZn,3diag(t,, . . . . t,, t,;‘, . . . . t;‘)++ ti~C x ) is equal 
to the number of SO(2n) tableaux of shape i and of weight ({,, t2, . . . . t,). 
The claim is that the SO(2n)-tableaux of shape 2 describe how JSoC2,,, 
decomposes upon successive restriction to the subgroups SO(2n - 2k) x 
GL(l)x ... xGL(1) (CL(l) appears k times) for k=l,2,...,n. (When 
k=n, GL(l)x ... x CL(l) coincides with the maximal torus TSoc2n, and 
hence the S0(2n)-tableaux represent the weight structure of isoczn,.) 
DEFINITION. Let i, v be partitions satisfying I(n) 6 n, I(v) 6 k, and i 3 v. 
We define a skew S0(2n)/S0(2k)-tableau of shape 1. -p to be a map 
T:J.-~+{d+k++1>bk+,r k + 1, k + 1, . . . . # nr b,,, n, n} satisfying conditions 
(Dl)-(D5) of S0(2n)-tableaux. The weights w,t(T) and t”“‘) are defined 
similarly. 
We shall show the next proposition inductively. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. 
ASO(%l 1 
SO( Zn, -k------- 
SO(Zn-2k)x GLiijx ... xGL(I)= c VSO(&Zk, x PT’, 
I I Y,  /( Y  ) G II ~ k 
T 
where T runs over all skew SO(2n)/SO(2n - 2k)-tableaux of shape A - v. 
Proof: As in Proposition 4.2, we use induction on k. The case k = 0 is 
trivial. Now suppose k > 0. By the induction hypothesis, we have 
Let us fix v and a skew SO(2n)/S0(2n - 2k + 2)-tableau T of shape /z - v. 
Applying Theorem 3.2 to vSOCZn _ 2k + ?, , we have 
where the (,& v”) satisfy the conditions in Theorem 3.2. For each term in 
this expression, we define a corresponding extension p of the map T by 
putting 
F((i,j)=n-k+ 1 if (i, j) E v - ji, 
and 
p( i, j) = n - k + 1 if (ij)~fi-iY 
Recall the images of the specialization homomorphism (4.2). 
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If I(C) = n - k + 1 and S,-k+, >, 3, then rrS0C2n _ zkG)(CsO) = 0, so we ignore 
such terms. 
If I(v”)=n-k+ 1 and C,-,+, -2, then 
where @ is determined by v” = (C; - 1, S; - 1, C;, . . . . i$). But in this case, we 
have a term (indexed by (i, 5) with i defined below) which kills this term. 
i is obtained as follows. Let us further extend p to !? by first temporarily 
putting n - k + 1 at the position (n -k + 1, 1) and n -k + 1 at the position 
(n-k+ 1,2) and then rearranging the g-k+ 1 and n-k+ 1 in thg 
(n-k + 1)th row in the increasing order. T has shapg v - v”. (Note that T 
violates condition (D5).) 6 is determined by v - c = T- ‘(n - k + 1). Since, 
moreover, -Iv--p( + ID-v”1 = -Iv-F1 + Ii-v’l, these two terms cancel 
out. 
Next suppose I(C) = n - k + 1 and an-k+ I = 1. If v”; = n - k, then 
~so,2n-2k,(~so) =,t so we can ignore these terms. If C; < n - k - 1, 
then 71SO(2n-2d~SO)= ~sw~-z~~~ where v” is determined by 5’ = (C; - 2, 
s;, . . . . 3;). In this case, we further extend T by putting T(n- k, 1) = 
#n-k+1 and F(n-k+ 1, l)=bn-k+l. Note that, since 3; < n - k - 1, we 
have p((n- k, 2) an-k + 1 (if this position exists) and we get the 
appropriate inequalities. 
Suppose now that Z(C) < n - k. Besides the terms which were used to kill 
the terms discussed above, we still have the terms corresponding to T 
satisfying condition (D5). In the latter case, rrS0C2n-2k,(+‘SO) = C,,C2n-2kj. 
The collection of T thus obtained from all v, T, and (ii, v”) coincides with 
the set of all skew S0(2n)/S0(2n - 2k)-tableaux of shapes A - 5 for all 5. 
Noting that twt(T) = t;);t/ + 12~ ;I x twt(T) = tfnIL++l\F) x t”“(r), we obtain the 
proposition. Q.E.D. 
If we put k = n in this proposition, we obtain the method of counting 
weights by S0(2n)-tableaux. 
It is a tempting problem to define some nice analogue of “standard 
monomials” corresponding to these analogues of Young tableaux for SO 
and Sp. 
APPENDIX 
In the appendix, we provide another set of formulas which give the 
restriction rules of representations of SO(N) (N = 2n + 1 or 2n) or Sp(2n) 
to GL(n). Subsequently we give a bialgebra-theoretic point of view to the 
proof of the product formula of the Iso or the 1,. 
In Theorem 2.1, we treated the restriction of representations of SO(N) or 
607/79/l-9 
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Sp(2n) to the Levi parts of the parabolic subgroups Pk,npk in general. 
Those formulas stabilize (which means that they become dependent only 
on the partitions parametrizing the representations and not on k or n) only 
if both k and n-k are larger than certain values (see Corollary 2.3). 
Accordingly, in the case k = n (the case Jgzin”,’ or l$Lt,;‘), the specialization 
homomorphisms appearing in the formulas of Theorem 2.1 cannot be 
removed no matter how large n grows. In fact, the formulas for the case 
k = n obtained from Theorem 2.1 (by the use of Lemma 2.2 on the images 
of n .sO(ll, =sp(o)~ and G~,~,) 1 Y a wa s contain positive and negative terms 
which cancel out in the end. Here we propose another set of formulas for 
this case, which consist of only positive terms provided n 3 21(i). It is inter- 
esting that the coefficients appearing in the formulas for J$($‘:n;, and l~~~f;’ 
are identical with those of J~~~i~), xS0(2,,P2kj and J$ifi\ x Sp(7nPZk, (see 
Theorem 2.5) respective!y. 
THEOREM Al. Let A be a partition of length at most n. Then we have 
1 1So’2n)= c -.sO(Znl G.gn, LR;2h-,,,&R~vfi,(b, vlcx). (3) 
K,/i.&YE.P 
To prove this theorem, we prepare some notations and notions 
concerning the ring A. (We note that a similar treatment of n was also 
given by Zelevinsky in [Ze].) In the proof of Theorem 2.1, we introduced 
the completion /2” of /i (with respect to the maximal ideal n + formed by 
the elements of A with no constant terms) and the bilinear form 
( , ): n x 2 + Z. Through this bilinear form, we can regard /i as the dual 
module of /i. Note that an element of A is an infinite sum of the form 
Ci.st9f*si (hEz). A . is a topological ring equipped with the /1 +-adic 
topology. 
Similarly, we introduce the completion A,,, of /i,,, = n,@/l, with 
respect to the maximal ideal A:, formed by the elements of A,,, with no 
constant terms. (We will sometimes omit the variables and denote A,,, 
simply by n O/i from the Hopf algebra theoretic point of view.) An ele- 
ment of /1 
/i 
x,~ is an infinite sum of the form Ci,,Peg a,,s,(x) s,(y) (a]., E Z). 
x,y is also a topological ring equipped with the AZ,-adic topology. Let 
( , )X,r be the bilinear form nX,Y x A,,, + Z defined by 
s2.(x) SJYL 1 adAx) SAY) 
o.rt.9 > 
= a,, (aar E 0. 
X,Y 
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Through this bilinear form, Ax.Y can be regarded as the dual module 
of Ax,,* 
The multiplication map /1@ .4 ( =A,,,) + n shall be denoted by M. On 
the other hand, the injective ring homomorphism n + nx,Y N /i @A 
defined by s1 H s~(x, y) = &, s,,,(x) s,(y) (see Lemma 1.3) shall be called 
the canonical comultiplication of A and be denoted by C. The fundamental 
and the most important fact is the duality of M and C, which in our 
situation can be formulated as follows. 
LEMMA A2. ( 1) The transpose C*: A x,y -+ A of C (A x,y, A regarded as 
the dual modules of Ax,y and A) coincides with the unique continuous exten- 
sion &f: A x,y + J of M (JLJY /i regarded as the completions of AX,r and A). 
(2) The transpose M*: /i +/I,,, of M (A, AX,r regarded as the dual 
modules of A and A,,,) coincides with the unique continuous extension 
e: /i^  -+/ix,, of C (ii, AX.Y regarded as the completions of A and A,.,). 
Remark. &l coincides with the multiplication map of the ring A and I@ 
is a ring homormorphism. Also, C is a ring homomorphism. 
Proof (1) Let ci = CA.,, allrsj.(x) s,(y) (a,,EZ) be an arbitrary ele- 
ment of /ix,,. It is sufficient to show 
<s,, c*(fi)> = <s,, fi@)> for all v E 57’. (*I) 
The left-hand side is equal to (C(s,), S),, = (xi,, LR;,s,(x) s,(y), 
C,,, al,si.(x) s,(y)),,, = Ci.,p LR;,a,,. For the right-hand side, we have 
M(d) = M CL,, aLpsA S,(Y)) = CA,, allrsIsp = C, CL,, adJ?iJ s,, so 
that (s,, &(a)) =&p a,,LRX,. This shows (*l) and accordingly (1). 
(2) is proved by a similar computation, so we omit it. Q.E.D. 
In the proof of Theorem 2.1, we defined a module endomorphism D(f) 
of A for any f, A. Similarly, we define a module endomorphism D,(h) of 
A,,, for any BEA,*~ to be the unique endomorphism of AX,Y satisfying 
(D,,,(a)b, Q,,, = <by a%., for all bE AX,Y and PE/lx,y. 
LEMMA A3. (1) For any cigar,, andf EA, we have 
(2) For anypEA and aE AX,Y, we have 
D(f) M(a) = M(D,.,(C(f)b). 
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ProojI (1) For 
<C(f)* &,,, = (f, 
any element 6E A,,,, we have (D,,,(G) C(f), 6), Y = 
I@($)) by Lemma A2( 1). Since d is a ring 
homomorphism, it is equal to (A A(ri) A(6)) = (D(ti(Li))f, G(6)) = 
<C(m@mfL bx,y. 
This shows D(ci) C(f) = C(O(@&))f). 
(2) is proved by a similar computation, we we omit it. 
Q.E.D. 
Recall that ([A, P]~~)~..~~,+. is a basis of A,,, (see [Ko, Corollary 2.3.21) 
and that (isO)I.G,Jp and (,IsP)le,9 are bases of A. The next lemma gives the 
coefficients in the expression of an element of A,,, (resp. /i ) as a linear 
combination of the [A, plGL (resp. i,, or j.sP). 
LEMMA A4. (1) Let beA,,, and express b as a linear combination of 
the [A, ,ulcL with A, p E 9’. Then the coefficient of [%, plGL is equal to 
. 
X.Y 
(2) Let f E A and express f as a linear combination of the /I,, with 
I E 9. Then the coefficient of Aso is equal to 
(3) Let f E A and express f as a linear combination of the %, with 
;1 E 9. Then the coefficient of 1, is equal to 
Proof: (1) Let 
(*2) 
be the expression of b in terms of the basis ( [a, t] GL)a,r c +. and recall 
Co, ~lcL= 1 (- 1)‘“’ QdX)+?‘(Y) 
fi E .Y 
=D.,,(ncl-,~~V,))s,(X)s.(~). 
i. i 
Since D,,, (n,.i (1 -X,-V,)) is a module automorphism of JX.Y whose 
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:a;rse is equal to D,,, (n,,, (1 -xiyj)-‘), applying the latter to (*2) we 
n (l-xi~j)~’ b= C bmsn(x)sz(Y). 
i.j > o.rsP 
Therefore, the coefficient bA, of [A, plGL in (*2) is equal to the coefficient 
Of SA(X) S,(Y) in D,,, (II,., (1 -XiYj)-‘)b. 
The proofs of (2) and (3) are quite similar, so we omit them. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem Al. First we prove (2). From the proof of 
Theorem 2.1 and the definition of iin, we have 
2 1 WZn) = fi,( C( A,)). %(*n) CL(n) 
In order to find the coefficient of [p, vlGL in C(n,), we follow 
Lemma A4(1) and consider X= D,,, (I-I,,, (1 -xiyj))‘) C(n,). By 
Lemma A3(1) and the formula 1, = D (nicj (1 - tifj)) sl, we have 
~ = 1 ’ LR:,,&R+,(x) S,(Y). 
K,B.II.V 
Therefore we have 
Applying if,, we obtain formula (2). 
The proof of (3) is quite similar, so we omit it. 
Proof of (1). We saw in the proof of Theorem 2.1 (putting k = n) that 
A SO(2n + I) 1 s”(2n+1) is obtained from ASo(x, y, z) by applying rrSo(i3 with CL(n) 
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respect to the variables y and ii,, with respect to the variables (x, z). 




= X,2 * ~C@(idOn,,,,,,,)@C(1,,). (*3) 
If we recall the formula in the proof of Theorem 2.1, 
~so(l)m= An (1 -t,)r’ 
l ; > 
for all fE A, 
denoting the linear form ,f++ (A S) (2 E /i) by cpf, we have 
(*3)=77,*0 C~(idOcPn,c,~~,,~l)“C(j”s,). 
It is easy to see that, for any 2~ /il, we have D(g(t)) = (id 0 qtcr,)o C. 
Therefore, 
In order to find the coefficient of [p, vlcL in C(D (n, (1 -tj))‘)n,,), we 
follow Lemma A4( 1) and compute 
Using Lemma A3(1) and the formula II,,=D (niGj(l -tit,))s,, we have 
n (I-liti)-‘n(l-t,)-’ 
r>j i 
Using the formula ~j,j(l-titi)~‘~j(l-tr)~l=~L~T (see [M, p. 45, 
Example 4]), we have 
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= C LR;I,&R;vs,(x) S,(Y). 
K.B,P.Y 
Therefore we have 
Applying E,,, we obtain formula (1). 
Remark. From this theorem, we can verify the relation 
the multiplicity of pLSpCZn) i  [,I, 01 GLCZnj 1 gi,“(:‘n 
= the multiplicity of [ p’, @] GLC,j in A&,) 1 g$$ 
if n and I are sufficiently large. The “duality” noted by M. Jimbo and 
T. Miwa (see [JM] ) can also be derived from this relation. 
Along the same line, we can restate the proof of the product formula of 
the A, or the AsO. The target formulas are (see [Ko, Theorem 3.1 I): 
&wPso= 1 LR$JQ&LR;,vso, (1) 
P,S.hV 
Both formulas are proved quite similarly; here we consider (1) only. Since 
we wish to find the coeffkient of vso in A,, pso, we follow Lemma A4(2) 
and consider X= D (niGj (1 - titj)-‘)(A,, .pLso). Noting that I,, pso = 
M(l,,(~)@~~~(y)), by Lemma A3(2) we have 
Since c maps a symmetric function in the variables ti to the corresponding 
symmetric function in the variables {xi}isN u { yj)jEN, we have 
n (l-tirj)-’ = 
> 
n (1 -xixj)-’ n (1 - yivj)-’ n (1 -xi&-‘. 
i =s j i<j iCj i. i 




n (1 -.vJ’ n (1 -.wj)-’ 
i</ iSi 






We can apply D (njGj (1 -xix,)-‘) to the Ax-component I,,(x), 
D (niGj (1 - JJ~Y~)-‘) to the A,-component p&y), and then apply 
D,,, (n,,, (1 - xj~,)-‘) to its result. Therefore, recalling that %sO = 
D (EL,, Cl- t,rj)) sl, we have 
n (1 -x;J’j)p’ sl(x)Osji(Y) 
i. , 
=c LR&LR f;, LR;,s,, 
B,5.v.r 
Therefore we have formula ( 1). 
Note Added in Proof We have been informed by Professor R. A. Prooctor that he has 
given in [Pr] a description of the weight structure of irreducible representations, especially for 
SO(n), using “Gelfand patterns.” In [Pr] he also announced that he has (and he showed us 
in a private letter) a way to convert the “orthogonal Gelfand patterns” into semistandard 
Young tableaux. We are grateful for his valuable comments. Also. Doctor Sheila Sundaram 
has found (in [S]) tableaux for S0(2n+ 1) which appear to be closely related to ours. The 
problem to give an intrinsic connection between these three seems to be still open and 
interesting. 
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